Chapter Nine

Child Soldiers
1991 was the time I held a gun myself. All the way until 1996 I fought for Taylor...The rebels came and took [my parents] from the house. It was raining. The rebels beat them and made them lie down in the rain and tied their hands behind their back. Then [the commander] came and took me away and made me his personal body guard...I had an AK-47 with a wooden guard not a folding stock. My war name was Kali; I was very slim as a cat and very swift.¹

Child soldiers were used by multiple fighting factions in Liberia beginning in 1989.² Statement givers detailed both their involvement as child soldiers, as well as the gross human rights violations committed by child soldiers. During the conflict, child soldiers themselves were subject to numerous human rights and humanitarian law violations, including abductions, compulsory and underage recruitment, torture, forced labor, rape, killings, and threats. By using children to fight in the armed conflict, factions not only forced children to commit egregious human rights violations themselves, but also deprived them of rights to which they, as children, are entitled.³

In this report, the term “child soldier” is used to refer to any “child associated with an armed force or armed group” and includes any girl or boy less than 18 years old¹ “recruited or used by an armed force or armed group in any capacity,” including as “fighters, cooks, porters, messengers, spies or for sexual purposes.”⁵

In armed conflicts not of an international character:

“Children shall be provided with the care and aid they require, and in particular:
(a) they shall receive an education, including religious and moral education, in keeping with the wishes of their parents, or in the absence of parents, of those responsible for their care;
(b) all appropriate steps shall be taken to facilitate the reunion of families temporarily separated;
(c) children who have not attained the age of fifteen years shall neither be recruited in the armed forces or groups nor allowed to take part in hostilities;
(d) the special protection provided by this Article to children who have not attained the age of fifteen years shall remain applicable to them if they take a direct part in hostilities despite the provisions of subparagraph (c) and are captured;
(e) measures shall be taken, if necessary, and whenever possible with the consent of their parents or persons who by law or custom are primarily responsible for their care, to remove children temporarily from the area in which hostilities are taking place to a safer area within the country and ensure that they are accompanied by persons responsible for their safety and well-being.”

Art. 4(3), Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II).
Estimates of the number of child soldiers engaged in fighting during the Liberian conflict range from 15,000 to more than 20,000. Although the warring factions forcibly recruited children, some associated themselves with fighting forces for other reasons, usually because there was no alternative for survival. Children reported joining factions for a variety of reasons: “to avenge the killings of parents, other family or friends; to protect their families from the warring factions; or to get food for themselves and their families” or because “no one was left to take care of them.”

Life for children associated with fighting factions was traumatic and very dangerous as they attempted to survive the rigors of a military existence. Children were put to work as fighters, made to fetch and carry ammunition, and used as cooks. Girls were often raped and used as sexual slaves. One statement giver now in Ghana described his recruitment at age seven. “I was in Maryland County, in Harper, when the war started in 1990. One day there was plenty firing around where we were living. The [National Patriotic Front of Liberia] (NPFL) men carried me to cook for them and work carrying wood. I was only seven years old. This went on for many months.”

Children who were used as fighters, like many of their adult counterparts, often received little training. Instead, they were given drugs and alcohol to make them aggressive and fearless. Under these conditions, children were particularly vulnerable to disease and malnutrition.

The TRC mandate specifically addresses the issue of child soldiers. Section 4(e) states that the TRC is to promote “national peace, security, unity and reconciliation” by:

Adopting specific mechanisms and procedures to address the experiences of women, children and vulnerable groups, paying particular attention to gender-based violations, as well as to the issue of child soldiers, providing opportunities for them to relate their experiences. Addressing concerns and recommending measures to be taken for the rehabilitation of such violations in the spirit of national reconciliation and healing.

This section of the report summarizes the recruitment of children to serve as soldiers, the experiences of child soldiers, the violence perpetrated by child soldiers, and the status of former child soldiers in the aftermath of the war.

**Demographic Characteristics of Child Soldiers**

The available information both from statements and secondary sources on the origins, numbers and demographic characteristics of Liberian child soldiers is limited. Many statement givers’ accounts of atrocities perpetrated by particular groups did not single out child soldiers from among the perpetrators. Statement givers’ descriptions of perpetrating groups and individuals included “boys,” “soldiers,”
“soldier boys,” “rebels,” or “rebel boys,” sometimes with estimates as to the age of perpetrators, but often without reference to age. One statement giver reported that she was raped at age eight by a “rebel boy;” another statement giver reported her rape by two “boys” at age 13. One statement giver recalled seeing a nine- or ten-year-old child soldier armed with a gun and grenade in July 1990.

By 2000, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) estimated that 15,000 children had fought in the Liberian conflict. In 2004, Amnesty International estimated that 21,000 children, including approximately 2,000 girls, had been combatants in Liberia. The United Nations noted “that one out of every ten Liberian children may have been recruited at some time into the war effort both in Liberia and in the neighboring countries…” In 1994, UNICEF estimated that ten percent of combatants, or 6,000, were less than 15 years old. It also estimated that in 1996-97, 18 percent of NPFL soldiers were children. The majority of these were between 15 and 17 years old and had served for an average of four years; 27 percent were between 12 and 14 years old. It was reported that some child combatants were as young as six years old and that ten-year-olds would hold command responsibility at checkpoints and roadblocks.

Demobilization statistics also provide some insight into the magnitude of the problem. At the war’s end in 2003, between 38,000 and 53,000 fighters of all ages reportedly needed to be demobilized. By 2005, UNICEF reported that it had demobilized 11,780 child soldiers and reunited virtually all of them with family or caregivers. It was reported, however, that previously demobilized combatants were being re-recruited to fight in Côte d’Ivoire.

The vast majority of child combatants were boys, although girls were also recruited for combat and sexual slavery. During the 1996-97 demobilization, roughly one percent of the demobilized child soldiers were “girls or young women.” Between 2002 and 2005, the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) demobilized 10,963 children, of which 23 percent were girls.

Child soldiers reported having little education, generally less than a fifth grade level. For those who participated in the fighting, their education was interrupted sometimes for years. Among a group of
ex-combatants interviewed by Human Rights Watch, most reported attending first grade; one boy interviewed could not read or write his name.

One statement giver, forcibly recruited at age ten, reported that he was the only one in his unit who could read and write.

**RECRUITMENT OF CHILD SOLDIERS**

**Forcible Recruitment and Conscription**

Forcible recruitment of child soldiers by combatant groups occurred in a variety of contexts. Former child soldiers described seizure and kidnapping of children from their families in the course of raids or fighting. One statement giver described his recruitment by NPFL forces at age eight in the aftermath of a raid on his village that resulted in the deaths of several adults and children. The surviving village children were rounded up and taken away, including the statement giver, who was told by a commander, “My man, from today you’re with me.”

Another former child soldier, taken away at age ten by Taylor’s forces after they killed his parents in Nimba County, was designated the bodyguard of the commander of the group responsible for his parents’ killings. At age 13, another statement giver witnessed the beheading of his father by Taylor’s forces before being taken away by them; the rebel commander then told him that he should fight with them.

Another former child soldier stated that, when the rebels came to his village in Sinoe County in 1990, they lined up all the village children in front of their families’ houses and asked which child was the oldest in each family. Every oldest child, whether male or female, was taken away by the rebels to fight. The statement giver explained that 14 of these conscripted children were killed in a single
battle, and the rebels later returned to villages to force second-born children to join their forces.43

The consequences of refusing to join a fighting faction were dire. Children were presented with the choice to join a particular fighting faction or face being beaten,44 tortured,45 or killed46 for refusing to do so. As described by one former child soldier, in 1992 at age 15, he was forced to take up arms by a NPFL general who told him to “choose between life and death.”47 A 14-year-old boy, captured and tortured with his father, reported that the rebels forced him to smoke opium, beat him, slapped him and tortured his father in front of him in an effort to persuade him to join their forces.48 An 11-year-old survivor of a raid was jailed by the perpetrators for three days and given the option to “join the rebels or be killed.”49

Children were also subject to forced recruitment techniques that included seizure at checkpoints50 or random abduction from roads or streets.51 Knowledge that boys were particularly targeted for forced recruitment led many to remain in hiding during certain periods of the conflict.52 Some statement givers recounted their fear of sending boys in their families out to find food or water for fear that they would not return. One such statement giver commented that “Liberia was not safe for young men” like himself because of their vulnerability to forced recruitment.53

Other Reasons for Recruitment and Enlistment

According to a 1994 Human Rights Watch report, although some children had been forcibly recruited, some also associated themselves with one faction or another because of “the advantage.”54 The “advantage” meant participating to “avenge the killings of parents, brothers and sisters, to protect their families, or to get scarce food for themselves and their families…”55 For some child soldiers, it also meant participating for quasi-patriotic reasons – “to fight for my country”56 or to fight “for my freedom.”57

Secondary sources and statements described how children may have participated in armed groups because they saw it as the only way to access scarce resources after the death or disappearance of parents and family.58 One statement giver described his reasons for joining the Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL) at age 12 after witnessing the aftermath of the Lutheran Church Massacre:

[After my e]xposure to all this terror, horror and violence, I became bitter and decided to affiliate with forces of the Independent National Patriotic Front (INPFL), headed by Prince Y. Johnson. My purpose for befriending the INPFL was to get food daily and for safety.59

Another statement giver told the TRC that he managed to stay with his father during the early stages
of the conflict, but in 1996, lost contact with his father at age 15. Another former child soldier described joining the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia – Johnson faction (ULIMO-J) forces at age ten after opposition forces killed his entire family. The necessity to “preserve my life” was described by one former child soldier as his motive for joining the NPFL during Operation Octopus. He witnessed Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) Senegalese peacekeepers arrest and kill tattooed rebel fighters and feared for his own survival, as he himself bore tattoos as a result of his two years serving as a child soldier in Prince Johnson’s forces.

Some child soldiers associated themselves with fighting factions after having been forcibly recruited earlier by other factions. One statement giver who fought for the NPFL for three years following his forced recruitment by that group later associated with the LPC and fought for an additional four years.

Other children joined fighting forces because one or more friends were already members of the group. One statement giver began fighting for the Liberia Peace Council (LPC) at age 11 because his friend was already fighting for the group. Another statement giver reported being recruited by his friends to fight with them as members of Taylor’s forces, although he declined to join them.

In addition to joining armed forces to meet their basic needs for food, clothing, and protection, some children were motivated by commanders’ promises of financial compensation, usually in U.S. dollars, and by the opportunity to enrich themselves through looting. Fighting groups promised children a part of the spoils they acquired from looting. Accordingly, children learned to target civilians so as to confiscate their property.

A reverence for the military was prevalent in Liberia and may have contributed to a desire among some children to become involved with an armed group. Children were used as war mascots by early tribal armies, and successful warriors exercised power in their local communities. Prior to the war, it was an honor to be in the military because it was considered a prestigious group. Many of the recruits for the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) came from indigenous communities and after serving “would return to their hometowns and villages where they would be considered among the elders of their communities; many became chiefs.” Americo-Liberian governments had touted modernization as a means to success; joining the armed forces became a means of upward mobility and guns became a status symbol.

For many children who joined combatant forces after the death of parents and other family members, their commanders and associates became their new family:
Experiences of Child Soldiers

Roles, Duties, and Responsibilities

As noted above, a child soldier’s service could include both non-combat and combat roles. Statements given by former child soldiers describe tasks ranging from combat, to serving as ammunition couriers and water carriers, to locating and securing scarce food in villages captured by their forces. One statement giver described his initial work for the INPFL as an “errand boy,” but said he eventually took up arms during a fierce battle between the INPFL and the AFL:

I had no other option than to fight. INPFL were retreating, so my chances for survival became slimmer and slimmer by the second.

Human Rights Watch reported that children most commonly: a) worked as porters, laborers, and cooks; b) served as bodyguards, servants, and personal assistants to commanders; c) acted as spies or informants; d) controlled checkpoints; e) carried out ambushes; f) fought on the front lines; and g) executed suspected enemies. Additionally, because children on all sides were frequently not paid, they spent some percentage of their time stealing from civilians to survive. Some children reported
Use of Child Soldiers

National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL)
Charles Taylor’s NPFL used child soldiers in groups referred to as small boys’ units (SBUs). Young children could be easily persuaded to fight for very little and were easier to control. Many statement givers described child soldiers associated with the NPFL. In his march through Nimba County, Taylor was described by one statement giver as using child soldiers to “kill their own people” in revenge for Samuel Doe having killed the leaders of Taylor’s forces. According to one statement giver, Taylor recruited “children…as young as six or seven,” and “anyone who could carry a gun (some of them barely).” Other statement givers had family members or friends recruited by Charles Taylor, or were themselves child soldiers in Taylor’s forces. A former child soldier “captain,” who led almost one hundred men, reported that by age 12, he participated in Operation Octopus; a 15-year-old “general” was reported by another statement giver to have led an attack on a UN facility. Taylor also used boys, as young as ten years of age, as his personal bodyguards.

Use of child soldiers under the Taylor Administration
Once Charles Taylor was elected president, use of child soldiers became tantamount to government policy. Government forces were composed of former NPFL fighters, many of whom had been recruited as children. Many children left Taylor’s forces after a demobilization program in 1997, but the emergence of new factions fighting against Taylor led his security forces, such as the Anti-Terrorist Unit (ATU) and Special Security Service (SSS), to begin recruiting children again. Reports indicate that many children recruited by the government during the period 2000-2003 were rounded up on the streets, often while traveling to and from school and home. Children were also recruited into the government forces in raids on internally displaced persons’ camps near Monrovia in 2002 and 2003.

United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO)
ULIMO also recruited and used child soldiers. One statement giver stated that Alhaji Kromah and other ULIMO fighters “mobilized boys, girls, men, older people to fight.” Another statement giver reported that ULIMO-K (Kromah’s faction) killed male children because of their potential to become child soldiers.
Use of Child Soldiers

Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL)
The rebel group headed by Prince Johnson also recruited and used child soldiers. Johnson’s forces were described by one statement giver as known for including “many Nimba boys.” One statement giver recalls seeing Prince Johnson’s “boys” enter Monrovia – armed and dressed in fatigues – and kill a man.

Liberia Peace Council (LPC)
Like other factions, the LPC recruited and trained children combatants. One statement giver described how LPC combatants abducted him when he was 12 years old. They used him as their “playboy” and threatened to drug and force him to fight for them as a small soldier. Another statement giver, who had fought for the LPC since he was 11, stated that he and other minors in the LPC were given drugs and alcohol. Another statement giver reported that he fought for the LPC from the age of 11 until he was 15.

Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD)
LURD’s use of child soldiers has been well documented. LURD was known for cross border attacks to abduct children from refugee camps and for recruiting from IDP centers within Liberia. Some children were also driven to join LURD by the treatment they received at the hands of Taylor’s government forces. Statement givers also told of LURD’s recruitment of children. One Buduburam resident recounted how LURD recruited fighters from the settlement in 2001 and 2002. During that time, it was dangerous in Buduburam, and one person was shot. One statement giver stated that LURD rebels entered his house in Newkru town and took his wife and four children. His wife returned to the home later, but without the children. He has not seen his children since the war.

Movement for Democracy in Liberia (MODEL)
MODEL began operating in 2003 and consisted mostly of former Doe loyalists. Believed to have had the backing of the Ivorian government, MODEL was reported to have forcibly recruited children from refugee camps in Côte d’Ivoire. Human Rights Watch reported that children also were forcibly recruited from the countryside as MODEL began its assault on the southeastern port city of Buchanan.
that they were never paid and relied solely on stealing to survive.  

“States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.” Art. 32(1), Convention on the Rights of the Child. States Parties are to take measures to ensure implementation of this right, including through the provision of “appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ensure the effective enforcement.” Art. 32(c), Convention on the Rights of the Child.

An Amnesty International report speculated that children were used as soldiers because they were “perceived as cheap and expendable, and easier to condition into fearless killing and unquestioning obedience.” This fearlessness and inexperience led to the death of children at higher rates than their adult counterparts during fighting. As one statement giver observed, the young children, “as young as six or seven, grade-school age…were killed very quickly.”

**Treatment of Child Soldiers**

By any standard, child soldiers were treated harshly by combatant groups and were subject to both physical and mental abuse. Life with the fighting forces placed child soldiers in a harsh, volatile, violent environment. Former child soldiers told the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of living in camps in which coercion, beatings, torture, and summary executions were commonplace, medical care for wounded soldiers was non-existent, food was scarce, and sudden accusations of betrayal or disloyalty to the group could lead to torture or death. A statement giver described his abduction and detention by the LPC, followed by several months of threats, beatings, and sexual abuse before he managed to escape. Another told the TRC that in his seven years with NPFL forces, he saw someone die every day. The climate of violence was so pervasive, one former child soldier described, “Fighting became my hobby at the time. I found pleasure in it.”

Like their adult counterparts, child soldiers were trained as guerillas, trained to attack, advance, and retreat and to dismantle, assemble, and shoot guns. For one statement giver, his training as a member of a Small Boys Unit (SBU) lasted five months. In addition, child soldiers in all of the forces underwent initiation procedures. To prove their loyalty and courage, children were sometimes forced to perform some atrocity, such as killing or raping someone. Other initiation or identification rites were usurpations of traditional practices marking the transition into adulthood and involved changes to the child’s physical appearance, such as tattooing, scarring, and head shaving. Fighting forces also used traditional amulets and charms telling children that the items had magical powers that would protect them from bullets or other harm when they entered battle.
Several child soldiers recounted their first combat experiences in their statements to the TRC. One recalled that as the fighters left camp to do battle, they were given a send-off by singing girls; when they returned, there was celebration and a feast, reminiscent of the festivities surrounding a soccer game.\footnote{138} The former child soldier called the event a “bitter first day,” in which he killed people and cried when it was over. He was 12 years old.\footnote{139} Another former child soldier, who at age nine served in the SBU, remembers being told that “everyone was to survive on his own” during the upcoming battle.\footnote{140} A third former child soldier stated that during his first battle at age ten, his group was attacked by United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia – Kromah faction (ULIMO-K) forces, and “it was my first time to kill a human being, and from there on I became a killer.”\footnote{141}

Child soldiers reported that, if they spoke up or questioned orders, they were threatened with torture or death.\footnote{142} In a statement to the TRC, a former child soldier simply stated that he did not want to do certain things, but had no choice because that was how he survived.\footnote{143} All of the forces generally meted out harsh punishment to child soldiers such as being hung upside down by the feet and beaten,\footnote{144} being beaten with cartridge belts, being tied tabay, being dragged through dirty water, or being forced to watch the execution of family members.\footnote{145} One child soldier said that soldiers in his camp would hit children with gun butts in the mouth, thereby breaking the children’s teeth, and in the eyes to force the children to train and to follow orders.\footnote{146}

Children learned quickly to obey. One former child soldier told the TRC about witnessing the accusation and execution of a comrade alleged to have betrayed the fighting group.

\begin{quote}
“The general give me an order, and I would do it without question...[I saw] them doing things and knew they could do it to me. So I had to protect myself. So I had to do the same things so they knew [that I was loyal]...If you are ordered to give your mother and father a thousand lashes, you'll give them one thousand lashes.”
\end{quote}

To encourage them to act without exercising judgment, child soldiers were regularly given alcohol and drugs, including marijuana, cocaine, opium, a mixture of cane juice and gunpowder, and “bubbles,” an amphetamine.\footnote{148} One statement giver, forcibly recruited at age ten, stated that the first thing the rebels did was to force him to consume alcohol and smoke marijuana at gunpoint.\footnote{149}
He thought the commanders provided the drugs and alcohol so that the “children would feel brave and could shoot anybody they saw.”  

Another former child soldier told the TRC he was given food laced with marijuana, gun powder, and cocaine, while a third statement giver said he and other child soldiers were given “[marijuana], cocaine, dugee [tablets] and spirits to make us brave.”  

Although the children often drank and smoked voluntarily, the drugs were given to them by their commanders, and many children believed the substances were “medicine” for protection.  

They believed if they took the medicine and were hit by a bullet, it would bounce right off.  

One former child soldier stated, “Drugs used to be my food.”  

He believed that the protection provided by drugs given to him would prevent him from feeling a bullet if he were shot.

As discussed in Chapter Six, most soldiers had fighting names that signified their particular characteristics in fighting. Children’s dress and appearance were dictated by the dress and uniform customs of the fighting force with which they were associated. Most fighting factions did not use formal uniforms but instead used colored t-shirts, unusual dress such as wigs and underwear, or a specific hairstyle as unit identification.  

According to one statement giver, some child soldiers under the command of Charles Taylor wore neither uniforms nor shoes, thus making it impossible to identify the children as fighters.

**Escape from Fighting Forces**

Numerous statement givers told of escaping from combatant groups after varying lengths of time. One former child soldier stated he escaped to Côte d’Ivoire at age 12 during a period of chaotic fighting among NPFL soldiers who were drinking.  

Another escaped the INPFL through the bush, disguised himself, and eventually made his way to Côte d’Ivoire. A third former child soldier served 11 years with the NPFL, during which he tried unsuccessfully to escape. By 2003, he was “tired of hurting people and of carrying a gun,” and took advantage of an opportunity to escape by bush road into exile in Ghana.

One former child soldier, having fought with Charles Taylor’s forces from his forcible recruitment in 1990 at age ten until 1997, ultimately determined that he was in danger of being killed by those forces. After a series of battles in Maryland County to root out supporters of Samuel Doe, he came to believe that he was in danger because he “knew too much and the rebels would not want the child soldiers around.” The statement giver and ten other child soldiers ran across the border to Côte
d’Ivoire during chaotic celebrations that followed the rebels’ success in capturing the villages loyal to Doe.165

Female Child Soldiers166

About 2,000 women and girls served in the fighting forces on all sides of the Liberian conflict.167 Girls often had their own units and participated in fighting as well as in activities such as cooking, domestic work, and portering.168 Like their male counterparts, females became a part of the combatant forces for a variety of reasons, including forced abduction, the need for protection against rape or other forms of violence, the urge to avenge violence against themselves or their families, a so-called “marriage” to a combatant, as well as for economic benefit.169 Girls and women associated with combatant groups were routinely raped and sexually assaulted. Several statement givers described their experiences. One statement giver, who was 22 years old at the time, recounted how she was the oldest of five girls abducted by LPC rebels who used them “as cooks and for other things.”170

One statement giver recounted how a rebel forced her sister to become his bush wife and took her to lower Nimba County.171 “She had to go with him because he was behind the barrel of the gun, and she was forced to have children by this man.”172 Another woman who was abducted by rebels and forced to become a bush wife recalled that she had “no choice.”173 Amnesty International elaborates that most of the girls and women abducted and forced to fight were raped at the time of their forced recruitment, and they continued to suffer sexual abuse throughout their time with the forces.174 Many girls were forced to become “wives” of their abductors, and some young girls were assigned to provide sexual and other services to particular combatants.175

Violence Perpetrated by Child Soldiers

A review of statements and the available literature supports the conclusion that child soldiers not only witnessed, but also participated in the full range of atrocities of the combatant groups to which they belonged. These atrocities include military assaults, killings, torture, kidnapings, rape, looting, and other violent acts.
Some former child soldiers acknowledged their participation in fighting, but provided vague or no detail related to their activities during the conflict. Other statement givers provided details about aspects of their combat activities, but maintained that they never killed anyone. In meetings with former child soldiers in Buduburam Refugee Settlement, many were reluctant to admit responsibility for their actions during their time as child soldiers. They stated that they were victims rather than perpetrators.

Other statement givers described in detail the violence in which they participated. One child soldier, who fought with both the NPFL and the LPC, admitted that as an LPC rebel he killed civilians in response to his commanders’ orders. He also described using the torture technique of “dog fat tabay,” a modified version of tabay, in which the victim’s feet are tightly tied between two sticks, squeezing the feet and leaving the victim unable to walk for a month. A former ULIMO-J child soldier reports that at age ten, he

…[L]ed a group that attacked ULIMO-K and I killed a lot of people [and] soldiers which up to today I regret. The only reason is that I was forced and under the influence of drugs, money and holding a gun.

A detailed description of violence perpetrated by a child soldier was provided by a statement giver who was forcibly recruited by the NPFL at age ten, following the murder of his parents in Nimba County. He was a child soldier from 1991 to 1996, when he escaped to Côte d’Ivoire. At one point, he participated in a raid that resulted in the killing of several people and the capture of three, including one girl. According to the statement giver, his group “put a bottle in the girl and just left her like that.” He also described the killing of civilians in the course of combat operations. He described torturing and killing enemy combatant forces:

Sometimes you capture someone and you shoot them but they don’t die. Tar comes out of the wound, like you put on roads...So you cut them [a] little, or you tie them and put them in a mattress and put stones on it and throw it into the river...You hear a brother crying and find they cut his two arms and hung him by them and cut his navel and pull his intestines and pull them across the road and tie them...You see that happen to your brother and then you capture some of them. Never wound anybody and let them go. I would not even cut a finger, I would rather cut off their head.

This child soldier also described other torture techniques, including hanging victims upside down from morning to evening and beating victims rolled up in mattresses. He stated that these techniques were used on enemies: “We did those things because we saw what they did to us.” This same former child soldier, a commander, reported killing his own wounded troops because there was no medic
Some statement givers discussed their perception that child soldiers were the fighters to be most feared. Their age and lack of cognitive development, coupled with the use of drugs, made their behavior extremely unpredictable and violent:

[Young boys were some of the worst of the rebels as they were drugged with cocaine and LSD. These boys had no emotion or remorse and would use AK-47s without a second thought.]

One statement giver stated that he thought child soldiers killed people in the streets for “fun,” further underscoring the incendiary and terrifying combination of an armed child vested with absolute authority over others. Other statements likewise revealed this power dynamic, as does a 1994 Human Rights Watch report stating that child soldiers commonly commanded checkpoints.

One statement giver stated that when passing through a checkpoint, an armed child soldier who had obviously been smoking marijuana threatened to kill the statement giver unless he gave the child all of his clothing. Children in control of checkpoints sometimes killed people for no reason at all.

This dynamic of absolute authority also manifested in the looting by child soldiers. A former NPFL child commander told the TRC that those under his command broke into shops and looted during the events of April 6, 1996. Those who resisted this looting were shot.

A few statement givers told stories of unexpected compassionate actions by child soldiers. One statement giver reported that a child soldier saved her life by vouching for her identity as a teacher.
Another statement giver credited a child soldier with not identifying an adult to his commanders, thus saving the adult from harm. A third statement giver recounted how a child soldier told his commander that the child had killed the statement giver, as ordered, when the child soldier had in fact allowed the statement giver to escape.

While children were often quickly and easily abducted or recruited to serve as soldiers, years of effective treatment are required to repair or remediate the psychological damage suffered as result of their experiences in a brutal civil war.
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